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Dear Sean, 

Wheels is excited to express our strong interest in partnering with the City of Chicago to offer a 
dockless mobility service that emphasizes safety, cleanliness, accessibility, and equity. We have 
launched a number of new features, and grown considerably, since our 2019 Chicago pilot 
participation and we look forward to sharing our updates with you. With these updates, we're 
more confident than ever that Wheels is the safest, cleanest, most accessible, and most equitable 
service in the micromobility industry, and that we're particularly well positioned to help the City 
and Chicagoans as a transportation option in the 2020 pilot. 

Safety 

The City is already familiar with our form factor. The attached sa#ety report demonstrates that, 
unlike the traditional scooter, Wheels' sea#ed form factor has significant safety benefits 
because of the low center of gravity, the 14-inch wheels that better navigate uneven pavement 
surfaces, and the presence of five points of contact: two hands, two feet, and a seat. Attached 
is an updated spec sheet for our bike. 

Moreover, as a new safety feature that is unique to Wheels, we have 
started rolling out of a smart helmet system that is directly integrated 
into the device —the first such system being introduced on the market. 
At Wheels, we believe that riding with a helmet is absolutely critical 
since approximately half of all injuries on micromobility devices are 
head injuries, and yet about 99% of riders have been found to not 
wear helmets. Our blog post, including photos and video of the 
Wheels Helmet, can be found here. 

The data has proven out the safety benefits of our device. As reflected in the attached report, 
Exponent, a leading third-party safety consultant, recently compared our injury rates to the rest 
of the micromobility industry, and it found that Wheels' injury rates are exponentially lower 
than those reported for scooters and bicycles: 



Wheel' [~tijury Rate 

1 injury for every 
74,577 miles ridden 

24.99 injuries for every 
1 million trips taken 

0.12 injuries for every 
1,000 hours of riding 

Comparison Yo C)thee Nficromok~ility Device 

4 times better than bicycles; 
3 to 66 times better than other scooters 

5 times better than bicycles; 
8 to 26 times better than other scooters 

2 to 5 times better than bicycles; 
9 to 19 times better than other scooters 

In line with our commitment to safety, Wheels is uniquely situated to address the challenges of 
the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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We recently announced a partnership with NanoSeptic, the 
leader in self-sanitizing surfaces, on afirst-of-its-kind 
offering in the shared transportation space. Through this 
partnership, we are rolling out custom-made NanoSeptic 
surfaces on our handlebars and brake levers so that our 
riders only touch self-cleaning surfaces. NanoSeptic 
surfaces contain mineral nanocrystals that are powered by 
visible light #o continuously break down any organic 
contaminants at the microscopic level without the use of 
poisons, traditional heavy metals or dangerous chemicals. 

This adds to the many ofiher steps we've taken to elevate our sanitation measures: 

cs Our 24-hour field operations team is ~: All inbound and outbound devices at our 
regularly sanitizing Wheels bikes at hub warehouse are sanitized, with all Wheels 
locations. As par# of this process, our team runs bikes being sprayed with a disinfectant and 
a UV wand over our bikes to break down the wiped down with a microfiber towel. 
virus's genetic material. 

~= All of our warehouses are equipped with UV 
x> All work areas at Wheels' warehouses are wands, which are being used on all bikes and 

separated by at least 6 feet, and there are work surfaces in the warehouse. 
hand washing and sanitizing stations located 
at each entrance and throughout our ~~ All of our team members wear PPE, including 
facilities. masks and gloves. 

Work areas and #Dols are sanitized before 
and after each shift in accordance with the 
strict sanitization procedures we have 
implemented. 

Accessibility 



In order for micromobility to help cities responsibly re-open, devices not only have to be safe 
and clean, they have to be capable of being comfortably ridden by everyone. With the need to 
reduce the burden on public transportation in favor of transportation modes that promote social 
distancing, this has never been more important. 

Wheels is uniquely situated to appeal to everyone. Our seated design provides increased 
comfort for those who do not have the physical capability of standing up on a scooter or 
pedaling a bicycle. And our device is lightweight (only 40 Ibs.), has a low step-through for 
easier access and operation, and does not require users to pedal or stand and balance. Because 
of these differences, Wheels attracts a particularly broad demographic, with half of our riders 
being women and one-third being over the age of 35. 

To demonstrate the clear accessibility benefits of the Wheels form factor, we recently asked 
Exponent to conduct a comparative analysis of a Wheels bike, a common stand-up scooter, and 
a pedal bike. As indicated in the attached report, riders of a wide variety of weights and ages 
prefer the Wheels bike. It is easier to mount and dismount than a pedal bike. It is more stable to 
ride than the other devices. It is easier to start up from an orthopedic perspective than the other 
devices. And our riders have less fatigue because of the ability to sit down and remain stable. 

Camrnitment to Chicaga 

Chicago is my hometown and I'm proud of our performance during last year's pilot helping 
Chicagoans get around our beautiful city, our commitment to our local workforce, and 
developing Chicago as our Midwest Hub of Operations. I strongly believe no one will be as 
committed to ensuring that devices are safe, parked properly, not ridden on sidewalks, and 
deployed equitably in priority zones. The local Wheels team has a deep understanding of the 
City and its diverse residents and needs. 

In addition to these updates, our application to the City details our many other benefits and 
innovations. We love Chicago and hope to create along-standing partnership with the City. 

Sincerely, 

Mauricio Zuniga 
Midwest General Manager 
Wheels 
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2020 E-scooter Pilot Application 
II. Eligibility Criteria to participate in Second Phase Scooter Sharing Pilot Program 

7. Complete Application 

i. I13t. ~~,~~fiic-<<t~. ., i~.f::. .?~E~iinE~: 

A. Business Name 'Wheels Labs, Inc. 

B. Business Phone 888-240-7120 

C. Contact Person Mauricio Zuniga 

D. Contact Phone 
................ ................................. 

E. Contact Email mauricio@wheels.co 

F. Business Mailing Address Wheels Labs, Inc. 
8149 Santa Monica Blvd, #297, West Hollywood, CA 90046 

i . ~ ~ . , 

A. Full name, residence address, business . Already provided, no change 
address, business, home and cellular telephone ',
numbers, and e-mail address 

B. The name and telephone number of an Mauricio Zuniga, 
emergency contact person 

C. Date of birth and social security number 

iii. Tnr~ ap~~l~c:~rrt'~ pri~v . u ~ro(~cariy t2 °au ~uyn~isaior7: 

Already provided, no change 

Attached in the appendix is a letter of intent from the landlord for our proposed warehouse. 



2. Scooter Safety 

~. r»o~s~~ ~n,~~a~~, specific..~tir~r~s anc3 dc~scrip[i~r7~ of eacF~ tyc~e ut sr~ater that ii ral~~r~s tc~ cle~~lay. 

Memory Foam seat 

Smart helmet 

14' wheels 

Compact frame 

Bluetooth speaker 

Dual Disk Brakes 

The Seated Wheels Device: Increased Safety in the Size of a Tradtttonal Scooter 

Wheels was born out of a desire to make micromobility safer. Every action that drives our company 
forward is built on the safety concerns of our community. Our'safety first' strategy led us to forego using 
the traditional stand-up scooter in favor of a completely different form factor —one with much bigger 
wheels, a lower center of gravity, and a seat for more points of contact with the rider. 

The International Transport Forum has explicitly advocated for seated devices precisely because of the 
increased level of safety that they provide. Specifically, it made the following conclusions: 

"Riders of standing e-scooters largely injure themselves in falls. For this reason, vehicle stability is a 
design priority. The stability of amicro-vehicle is influenced by a number of design factors including 
wheel size, tyre design, frame geometry, weight distribution and the presence of a seat and 
handlebar." 

"The height from which a human body falls can make the injury outcome worse. The height of the 
foot platform on a standing micro-vehicle may also determine which body parts come into contact 
with which motor vehicle parts in the event of a collision. Certain safety benefits may derive from 
having a seat on an electric scoo#er because: 1) seating can lower the rider's centre of gravity, in 
comparison to a standing scooter and 2) seating may help the rider make hand signals without losing 
control." 

Importantly, Wheels is the only operator that exclusively uses a seated device, and we have done so ever 
since our founding in 2018, including being the only operator to have used a seated device in Chicago's 
2019 pilot. While other operators may introduce seated devices for the first time in 2020, Wheels is the 
only operator with a seated device that has been used by millions of riders across Chicago and other 
markets. This experience has allowed us to continuously make safety and performance enhancements. 

Additionally, the Wheels device delivers these safety benefits while still being the size of a traditional 
scooter. This is important because larger devices are much more likely to create congestion, interfere 
with pedestrians, and introduce a range of other problems. The Wheels device delivers the best of both 
worlds: significantly increased safety and a size that is proven to work. 



The Wheels Integrated Helmet System 

As an additional safety feature that is unique to Wheels, we are rolling 
out a smart helmet system that is directly integrated into our device —
thefirst such system introduced on the market. Using the app, riders 
can unlock the helmet from the device and peel off a new 
biodegradable headliner for every use. (There is a tab on the outside of 
the helmet that a rider pulls in order to get a fresh headliner; the rider 
never has to touch the part of the headliner that was used by another 
rider.) Because the helmet is connected to the device's sensors and 
other electronics, we have numerous options to encourage helmet use 
by our riders and we provide discounts to encourage and reward use. 

At Wheels, we believe that riding with a helmet is absolutely critical 
since approximately half of all injuries on micromobility devices are head 
injuries, and yet about 99% of riders have been found to not wear 
helmets. While simply handing out helmets to riders is a good step, it is 
not enough because the vast majority of riders do not have helmets 
with them at the moment they decide to rent a mobility device. 

For all of these reasons, we strongly believe that having an integrated helmet is the right solution, and 
any micromobility device without one is incomplete, as it is lacking the most important safety system a 
micromobility device can have. Our blog post, including photos and video of the Wheels Helmet can be 
#ound here. 

Wheels' Injury Rates are Exponentially Lovrrer than Any Others Reported 

As reflected in the attached report, Exponent, a leading third-party safety consultant, recently compared 
our injury rates to the rest of the micromobility industry, and it found that Wheels' injury rates are 
exponentially lower than those reported for other types of micromobility devices: 

Wheels" Injury Rate Comparison to Other Micromobil"sty Devices 

1 injury for every 4 times better than bicycles; 
74,577 miles ridden 3 to 66 times better than other scooters 

24.99 injuries for every 5 times better than bicycles; 
1 million trips taken 8 to 26 times be#ter than other scooters 

0.12 injuries for every 2 to 5 times better than bicycles; 
1,000 hours of riding 9 to 19 times better than other scooters 

Self-Cleaning Technology and Best-In-Class Cleaning Protxols 

In line with our commitment to safety, Wheels is uniquely situated to address the challenges of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Before the pandemic accelerated, Wheels was taking all the appropriate actions to 
keep our devices clean. Among other things, we were frequently and thoroughly cleaning our devices 
with disinfectant and wiping them down with a microfiber towel. But with shared scoo#ers and bikes 
being ridden by many different people every day, we believed a more comprehensive solo#ion was 
needed. 



To that end, Wheels partnered with NanoSeptic, the leader in 
self-cleaning surfaces, on afirst-of-its-kind offering in the shared 
transportation space. Through this partnership, Wheels devices 
come with custom-made NanoSeptic surfaces on our handlebars 
and brake levers so that our riders' hands only touch self-cleaning 
surfaces when using Wheels. 

NanoSeptic surfaces contain mineral nanocrystals that are 
powered by any visible light to create a powerful and toxin-free 
oxidation reaction that continuously breaks down any organic 
contaminants at the microscopic level without the use of poisons, 
traditional heavy metals or dangerous chemicals. Having 
self-cleaning handlebars and brake levers is obviously critical now, 
and we believe it will remain that way going forward. 

This adds to the many other steps we've taken #o elevate our sanitation measures for our riders, our 
teammates, and our communities: 

Our 24-hour field operations team regularly 
sanitizes Wheels devices at our hub 
locations where the bikes are set up for 
deployment. As part of this process, our 
team runs a UV wand over our devices since 
they have been shown to break down the 
virus's genetic material. 

s All work areas at Wheels' warehouses are 
separa#ed by at least 6 feet, and #here are 
hand washing and sanitizing stations 
located at each entrance and throughout our 
facilities. 

• Work areas and #ools are sanitized before 
and after each shift in accordance with the 
strict sanitization procedures we have 
implemented. 

Dimensions 

« All inbound and outbound devices at our 
warehouse are also sanitized, with all 
Wheels bikes being sprayed with a 
disinfectant and wiped down with a 
microfiber towel. 

« All of our warehouses are equipped with the 
UV wands, which are being used on all 
bikes and work surfaces in the warehouse. 

s All of our team members wear PPE, 
including masks and gloves, that are 
disposed of after each work shift. 

Wheels devices are 39 inches tall, 21.1 inches wide, 49 inches long, and weigh 40 Ibs. 

14-Inch Wheels 

In contrast to most other devices, Wheels devices have large, 14-inch wheals for navigating roadway 
cracks and uneven pavement surfaces. This significantly improves safety. 

Locking Rear Wheel 

Since the 2019 pilot, Wheels has upda#ed its device #o now feature a rear locking wheel, which is 
unlocked at the beginning of a trip and relocked at the end of a trip by riders using our mobile app. This 
prevents unintended use of the vehicle. 



Brakes 

Wheels devices have front and rear independent dual actuated brakes. 

Bluetooth Speakers for fiends—Free I~lavigation 

As another safety feature that is unique to Wheels, Wheels devices come with Bluetooth speakers. 
These speakers mitigate the risks of distracted riding by enabling riders to use hands-free navigation 
through pairing their phone to the speakers. 

Baskets 

Because of Wheels' unique form factor, we are in the process of rolling out 
baskets on the front of our devices —something that traditional scooters do 
not offer —and we will be progressively rolling out baskets on our Chicago 
fleet during the 2020 pilot. Micromobility becomes much more prac#ical if it 
can be used for shopping, picking up essential items, or doing errands, 
rather than simply transporting a person. It is also safer if riders do not have 
to carry their items while riding. By incorporating baskets, Wheels makes 
that possible. 

Battery 

Wheels devices come with swappable batteries —amore sustainable solution that avoids the typical 
'juicer" model where scooters are thrown in people's trucks, charged overnight at their homes, and then 
brought back out in trucks to be re-deployed. As discussed below, the use of swappable batteries 
enables us to have a much more efficient operations model and lower carbon footprint. Our batteries 
have a range of about 25 miles. 

Lighting 

Wheels devices include an always-on at night white headlight visible from a distance of at least 500 feet 
and an always-on at night red tail light visible from a distance of 600 feet to the rear, which stay 
illuminated for at least 90 seconds after the device has stopped. 

Idckstand 

Wheels devices include anewly-designed spring-loaded kickstand capable of keeping the device upright 
when not in use. Whether parked on a steep incline or flat sur#ace, our spring-loaded kickstand is 
designed to support a very high tolerance of weight and excellen# balance no matter the surface. At 
approximately 9" in length with a 1' width base in diameter, our alloy-based kickstand has a 5" 
compression spring that can withstand more than 35 pounds of compression per inch. 

Signage 

Wheels devices are equipped with our company name, logo, and easily accessible and identi#fable 
language that clearly directs users to customer support mechanisms, including a 24 hour customer 
service phone number, website, and email address, as well as a unique identifier. Devices also include 
clearly visible signage stating that users must be at least 18 years old to ride, traffic laws must be 
obeyed, helmets and driver's licenses are required, and sidewalk and double riding is prohibited. 



Anti-theft and vandal resistant hardvrrare and components 

Wheels devices have recently been retrofitted with custom-developed tamper proof screws, and an 
anti-tamper, custom-built locking system to prevent battery theft. Our software-enabled protocol 
provides real-time alerts that notify our operations team if any tampering of our devices is occurring in 
the field. 

Lock to mechanism 
~: 

Braille 

Wheels commits to including Braille and raised lettering on each of our devices that will show the 
scooter's unique identifier, as well as our name and phone number. 

. ~~ra~~icie cioci~?i~er;t~lio~; t}~~~f ap~3lica,7l s ac ootcr~~ t~ F~< it ~slan ; to d~~~ c>y i~i~t~~ ~l e ~:i ;j s Eovv-s{aee< t~lectric 
~s ol~il ty cievicc r€.>~;~~t~ir~rY~er~ts, ~~s dc~fir~~ec! ire ~eclior~ ~~-4-C}iC} crf ttRc~ Cuctc. 

Wheels devices conform to Section 9-4-010 of the Chicago City Code. Wheels devices (i) have no 
operable pedals, (ii) are less than 26 inches wide (they are 21.1 inches wide), (iii) weigh less than 100 



pounds (they weigh 40 pounds); and (iv) the motor is configurable and can be set to propel the device at 
a maximum speed of 15 mph. 
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As demonstrated above and as documented in our attached injury data report, the Wheels device has 
been shown to be the safest device in the micromobility industry. 

Additionally, we have a robust maintenance, cleaning, and repair system that ensures our devices remain 
safe for operation and that any issues are promptly and thoroughly addressed. This system is operated 
by our Field Operation Specialists and Maintenance Specialists teams. 
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This operations model is a significant reason, in addition to the design of our device itself and the unique 
safety features that we use, why we have far and away the lowest injury rate in the micromobility 
industry. 

iv. ~~a~~.~vide. ~ pl~r~ frar rnaint~~iriirEc~ rider ~t~~wti~ cl~iring ~:C7~IIC)-lr~ ou~t~rc~ak, incluciir~g cic~vicc~ r..leur~inr 
~~rotocols ~~r;~ autre~c}~ qtr}d r~duc:,;tio;~ plz~r~ ~da~~!E~(~ {tJ!' Ol3f~~t'4';:'k. 

As discussed above, Wheels is uniquely situated to address the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
We have partnered with NanoSeptic, the leader in self-cleaning surfaces, on afirst-of-its-kind offering in 
the shared transportation space. Through this partnership, Wheels devices come with custom-made 
NanoSeptic surfaces on our handlebars and brake levers so that our riders' hands only touch 
self-cleaning surfaces when using Wheels. NanoSeptic surfaces contain mineral nanocrystals that are 
powered by any visible light #o create a powerful and toxin-free oxidation reaction that continuously 
breaks down any organic contaminan#s at the microscopic level without the use of poisons, traditional 
heavy metals or dangerous chemicals. Having self-cleaning handlebars and brake levers is obviously 
critical now, and we believe it will remain that way going forward. 

In addition, in order to properly communicate with the community and our riders, we released this b~Oq 
AOSt regarding our elevated standards #or safety and sanitation, and we also sent in app messages 
directly to our riders with this information. 



Wheels has also taken extensive actions to elevate our sanitation and safety measures for our riders, our 
teammates, and our communities. Our employees are educated on social distancing practices and how to 
keep themselves and others safe. Wheels' warehouses are setup so that work areas/stations are 
separated by at least 6 feet, and there are hand washing/sanitizing stations located at each entrance and 
throughout the facilities. Work areas and tools are sanitized before and after each shift, in accordance 
with the strict sanitization procedure we have implemented. All inbound and outbound devices at our 
warehouse are also sanitized as part of this cleaning process. The seat, the handlebars (including the 
brake levers) and the body of the device are all sprayed with a disinfectant and wiped down with a 
microfiber towel. We have recently equipped all of our warehouses with UV wands, shown to break 
down the COVID-19 virus's genetic material. Our team runs the UV wand over all incoming/outbound 
bikes, as well as all work surfaces before and after work shifts. Throughout this process, all of our team 
members wear PPE (masks and gloves) that are disposed of after each work shift. 

Additionally, our 24-hour field operations team sanitizes devices placed at our hub locations throughout 
each city in which we operate and they are using UV wands as part of this process. All of our team 
members are provided EPA-recommended disinfectants and wear gloves to perform in-field cleaning, 
rebalancing, battery swapping, and deploying of Wheels devices. Each member of our field operations 
team is assigned a list of hubs to check and perform sanitizing procedures where the seat, 
handlebars/brake levers, and the body of the device are sprayed with a disinfectant and wiped down 
with a microfiber towel. The door handles and interiors of our vans are also cleaned in the same manner 
before and after each shift. 

3. Proaf of Insurance 

~lE'.:i(7()IiG~3'i'> S~'1%1~{ r)1'O(~IICE:' iJC'OQi' 1•VI~~'1 ICS ckj?~IIC.i;tfQ'1 ~:uCiCu(J(' tI'~<3~ €~ }li:+~~ Ot3:il!ClE't~ COIII(i")E'YGi3I C~EtI('.1"cl) 

I~abili;y ifisu!~:~nce, with limits of not less than 55,000,{3i)~ K,F r occ:ur~e,~r,cu, for b;~diEy injueY, persoR~~~:l ir~~jt,ry 
Banc) r~roperiy ci~3rn~igE~~. The iris~~r~3nc ~r~(ic~Y <ti~31i: (~) k~c issued key ~r~ nsurE:r ~3utt7orizc~c~ try iris.~rf~ ir7 INi~~c~is; 
#~} CI~~t71G' tilE: ~,lt`~J C)~ C.rllC_lU0 3> <"1C}C~lt!i.)ilill iClStiff.:C~ Ofl c~ prirnary, nc~r~r_ontribi.~~c~r~~ f;<.~I ,for <any ~I~3.3I~iiY 
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rn~~ir~i.ain j~hu insurance required uncJer this par~~c~raph ire (ail) ~(arct~ ~3r~c1 ~(fecl far tt~e ciuratiort of tl~e pilaf. 
~~~riUc~. 

Wheels agrees to this requirement. Attached is the requested Certificate of Insurance. 

Ire addition, tt~e ap~~licant sh,~ll: (ij indeinniiy, def~~7d ~~n: rit,lci ha~rrtlF•ss s.i~r City ac}ainsi: any additior~~~E car 
ur~covere~c! lEii~-d p arty c:Ic11R15 eat"151ft(~ ()Ut C1f' O( C:ciUSC'CI C~ltc.~ctly or indi~~cctiy by ihc.~ ve~~dc~r s scoots°r 
c~E~~~•ations, it?cluc~iriy ar~y cl~~~ri~:; ~c:J~inst tf~e C:ily by the ~r~y cu~~OYYI~i' O'f ty'1C'. vc~nc~c~r. tree vcrici~r's 
emr~loyec~s or agenfis c(a~mi~~~ injury ~~r lasses ~~~rhik, operating tl~e vrtldoi's ,coc~te~ ~vnich is al(ececv to I•tave 
rest~ike~ Utz tvi~t~lc~ :>r in ~;a~ from f.he cond t ran caf the J~:~ ~lic ~»y; E~r;;3 jli~ COYt=t" f Il:', cost. for r~ny cl;:rr~age to 
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Wheels agrees to these requirements. 

4. Operatianai Minimum 5tandarda 
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ski 3~ ,rig k~ ~ ;mess. 



Wheels' app is fully owned and supported by Wheels. We are not supported by any other applicant's 
app or digital platform. This enables us to provide the most reliable products and service for our riders 
that meets the high standards we set for ourselves and that creates the best and most stable work 
environment for our team. 

11. C~E"aCi'IyJG !'~S ~"~~i3!1 fU C3YC3C<I(::, J')t'E'.~)if:? iaCit'E ~"liaV~ I'E'.i3C~'' ,~~f J(Jf:'Cc1~1C:;'ii1~ Si:Of)'f:"v t)!1 f{'1@? `Y`;;~'. Gily :'fF ~'.ilE: 
~7!~Ot. 

Wheels currently has a sufficient amount of newly purchased inventory already on hand in a logistics 
facility. Upon notification of permit approval, Wheels will immediately ship 2,000 devices to our local 
logistics provider in Chicago for final assembly, quality control and prep for deployment. Final assembly 
includes application of location specific decals, self-cleaning handlebars and brake levers, and lock-to 
devices. Our devices will then be moved to our Chicago warehouse where our maintenance specialists 
will conduct quality testing to ensure that each device is to our standards, including structural integrity, 
brake tension, tire pressure, and electronic diagnostics. All devices are test ridden as a final measure. On 
the first day of launch, we will be fully ready and excited to directly deploy devices to the field. Once 
deployed, our crew will review all hubs for parking compliance for a successful day one launch. 

iii. ~e~scribc: ii:s ~~i~ar} to €~~ocu~e. pre~a~Eye ar~d t~a~w~ rE ady 3.33~i or~era ic~r~~4f sco~~er~E~ crr? ,~~r~ 2 ~+~h ;~~5~ c~~ tree 
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As described above, Wheels has ample supply and will use this same process to ensure that 4,000 
operational devices are available by the 29th day of the pilot. Additionally, Chicago will be Wheels' 
Midwest hub of operations, so additional devices will be available in Chicago on an ongoing basis. 
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Operations Leadership Team 

Our Operations leadership team consists of the following individuals. As demonstrated by our leadership 
#eam, we are committed to diversity, our team has a deep knowledge of Chicago, and it has had 
extensive success helping hourly personnel build rewarding careers. 

M~3t'CG MCCO'ffiCt„j. As Chief Operating Officer, Marco is responsible for Wheels' operations 
Chief Operations Officer globally. 

Marco previously led North American Operations at Bird, where he was 
responsible for local operations across 100+ cities and universities. Prior 
to Bird, Marco was based in Chicago where he led Midwest Operations 

•"" '" at Uber, overseeing its day-to-day business in 57 cities across the 
-_ Midwest. While there, he also pioneered and expanded Uber's 

accessibility program in Chicago, creating a new solution to support 
`"""ft~` everyone's ability to easily move around their communities. During his 
~ _ ~ time in Chicago, Marco was recognized by Crain's 40 under 40 and 

Chicago Defender's Men of Excellence for his work in shaping mobility in 
the City. 

Marco graduated from Columbia University, where he played basketball, 
and holds an MBA from the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School 
of Business. He is a native of Cleveland, Ohio and currently lives in Los 
Angeles with his wife and his two daughters. 



Vicki Roan 
VP of North American Operations 

MauriCio Zu~nig 
Regional General Manager 

Local Staffing Plan 

As VP of North American Operations, Vicki oversees all of Wheels' North 
American operations. Her focus is on expanding the company's footprint, 
developing strong partnerships with cities, and delivering best-in-class 
operations in each market. 

Prior to Wheels, Vicki was the VP of Operations at Influenster, a product 
discovery platform and social media marketing company with 42+ million 
reviews and 7+million users, where she scaled the business through a 
Series A round and spearheaded the company's international expansion. 
She subsequently helped build and scale Stylitics, a visual merchandising 
and AI-powered content platform for the world's top retailers and 
brands, as VP of Operations. 

Vicki received her BA in Economics from Columbia University and her 
MBA from the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton Business School. 

As Regional General Manager, Mauricio is responsible for Wheels' 
operations in Illinois and the surrounding Midwest region, having led 
operations for Wheels during the 2019 Chicago pilot and also in 
Cleveland. Core goals for Mauricio include ensuring that riders have a 
safe, seamless experience, maintaining a high level of operational 
standards, and building collaborative and long-term relationships with 
cities. 

Mauricio previously led strategy and operations initiatives at IBM 
Research. At IBM, his responsibilities ranged from working with C-level 
executives on long term strategy to helping researchers and departments 
launch new software and hardware assets and programs. Prior to IBM, 
Mauricio launched his own apparel tech startup in Chicago and was able 
to lead a team of 20 as he took the startup from idea to successful exit. 

Mauricio grew up in the Edgewater neighborhood of Chicago. He 
received his BA from the University of Illinois, MBA from the University of 
Pennsylvania's Wharton School of Business, and MPA from Harvard's 
Kennedy School of Government. He currently lives in the Lincoln Square 
neighborhood with his wife and two year old son. 

Based on our operations in Chicago in 2019, as well as r do I a 
where we have approximately 3,000 devices,  

sporters (the independent contractors who help rebalance our devices), all 
mployees in Chicago will be W-2 employees who work directly for Wheels 

and who will have all the benefits of Wheels employment, including participating in our company stock 
program. 

Commitment to Local Hiring 

During the last six weeks of Chicago's 2019 pilot program, we did 100% of our outbound hiring efforts 
through the following local workforce associations: 



Association Website Address Contact 

A Safe Haven asafehaven.ora 2750 Roosevelt Rd Alfonso Stewart 
Chicago, IL 60608 

Instituto Del Progreso institutochicago.org 2520 S Western Ave 'i Karina Villafuerte 
Latino Chicago, IL 60608 

North Lawndale nlen.ora 3726 W Flournoy St # 28 Reri Barrett 
Employment Network Chicago, IL 60624 

National Latino nlei.ora 2011 W. Pershing Rd Elvia Estrada 
Education Institute Chicago, IL 60609 

Onward House onwardhouse.ora 5413 W Diversey Ave Julio Juarez 
Chicago, IL 60639 

We worked with these amazing partners to host on site interviewjob fairs, job readiness education 
sessions, and other career info sessions. Through these partnerships, we identified high quality local 
candidates who were mostly from lower income communities. These candidates were more prepared 
and of a higher caliber than more general recruiting we had done in the past through national job boards. 
A letter of support from Instituto Del Progreso Latino is attached. 

Due to the success of our workforce partnerships last year, we plan to do 100% of our outbound hiring 
efforts via these local workforce partners in 2020. We have already notified these partners of our interest 
in partnering with them again in 2020, and they have stated that they are ready to host job fair events on 
July 21, July 23, July 28, and July 30 if we are selected. The hiring we do through our local workforce 
partners will be used to supplement local employees who worked for us in 2019. Indeed, due to our high 
employee satisfaction rate last year in Chicago, many former Wheels employees (most with over 400 
hours of Wheels experience) are ready to rejoin us on day 1. 

Additionally, as noted above, Mauricio Zuniga, our Midwest General Manager, has remained with Wheels 
since last year's pilot, is a local Chicagoan who grew up in a working class section of Edgewater, and has 
extensive experience ramping up hiring in Chicago and other cities. The advantage of having the same 
General Manager as the 2019 pilot is that Mauricio has built up institutional knowledge on how to best 
set up and optimize operations that meet all of Chicago's terms after 

Leading micromobility operations in Chicago is a great responsibility that takes time to learn, and we're 
glad that the same General Manager will again be leading our Chicago operations, especially now that 
the program will include more devices and expand to service a larger geographic area. 

Investing In Our Workforce 

Wheels' local employees are responsible for allowing us to bring our safe, clean, and accessible devices 
to the riders who need them. We value their hard work in our warehouse, where they make sure our 
devices meet our high safety standards, and out in the field, where they interact with the community and 
promptly address any issues. Our commitment to our local workforce can be seen through the following: 



All local staff hired will be a Wheels employee and eligible to participate in our company stock 
program. 

Wheels has a clear career progression that allows workers to be promoted and attain roles and 
responsibilities that can help their future career and earning potential. In our 2019 Chicago pilot, 
-70% of leadership roles were internal promotions. These were first time leadership positions for 
multiple employees. As an example, a high performing maintenance specialist was promoted first 
to a Trainer, then to a Lead, and then to a Supervisor, all within four months. 

Due to our continuous innovation and investment in technology, we're continuously training our 
employees on our latest software (e.g. how AI analytics work, how telemetry is set up, what are 
Google Suite best practices) and hardware (e.g. innovative helmet system, modular hardware). 
Local employees provide critical feedback and ideas on enhancements that should be made. All 
of these skills and training make local employees tech savvy and a part of Chicago's burgeoning 
tech workforce. 

Organizational Chart 

Maintenance Specialists 



Field Operations Specialists 

Transporters 

Customer Service and Community Relations 

5. Previous license revocation or suspensions 
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Wheels has operated in the 14 markets identified below, has always remained in good standing with its 
licenses, and has never had a permit revoked or suspended at any time. 



City Permitted Devices Duration of Operation 

Chicago 250 June 2019 -October 2019 

Los Angeles 3,000 February 2019 -Present 

San Diego 1,050 July 2019 -Present 

Dallas 2,500 September 2019 -Present 

Austin 500 November 2019 -Present 

Atlanta 1,000 May 2019 -May 2020 

Cleveland 400 October 2019 -Present 

Miami 156* November 2019 -Present 

Orlando 200 February 2020 -Present 

Tallahassee 200 November 2019 -Present 

Tempe 500 February 2020 -Present 

Scottsdale Uncapped October 2019 -Present 

Stockholm Uncapped November 2019 -Present 

Madrid 200 January 2020 -Present 
* in City of Miami's District 2, unlimited in Unincorporated Miami-Dade County 

___. __._ 

III. Applicant Ranking Criteria 

4. Comnnunity Safety and Consideration {I5%) 
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Wheels is proud to have had the fewest number of community complaints (12) out of all ten operators in 
Chicago's 2019 pilot. In contrast, the average number of complaints per operator was 29, with the 
highest number of complaints for an operator being 65. 

Our leadership in this category in Chicago matches our experience in other markets. For example, 
according to a recent Los Angeles Department of Transportation quarterly report, Wheels received a 
total of 316 service requests in the City of Los Angeles through the My LA 311 platform. This service 
request total resulted in a ratio of 1 request for every 6.4 deployed devices, lower than operators Bird 
(1:4), Lime (1:5.4), and Jump (1:6.2). 

This is a result of the multi-pronged strategy described below, which includes educational #ools, 
technology, and operations. 
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We use a number of tools to ensure good parking behavior. 

Education 

Good parking behavior starts with rider education. Wheels educates riders about good parking behavior 
in three ways. 

First, Wheels uses in-app screens to educate users regarding proper parking (in addition to local riding 
rules, helmet use, and safety tips. We specifically inform our riders to not block public pathways, and in 
Chicago, we will be informing riders how to properly park using our lock-to mechanism and based on 
Chicago's specific requirements. Additionally, at the 
end of all rides, Wheels will inform riders through an 
in-app message that parked devices must be locked '' a~=~ 
to a fixed physical object that is allowed for locking ~ WHEEL6 

including a rack, parking meter or sign pole, and that -
parked devices may no# be locked to bus stop poles 
or transit station infras#ructure. Riders are informed 
that improper parking can result in a fee. a~ 

Second, Wheels regularly conducts education and ,..._ _~e.~.. ... <5., 
outreach events both in person and virtually. We did """"""'~`""'"'°"° ,~ k, 
this with great success in Chicago in 2019 and look o ~..~,~~,~y,,,,,~ 
forward to doing it again in 2020. We have extensive '" ,,~,,,,~:,ao ,~,'~; 
relationships with local alderman offices, police „~,_,u„~ 
districts, and other civic organizations, such as ~""""~~~~~ 
Equiticity and Active Transportation Alliance, so that 
our outreach efforts are done in coordination and ""'°"""`" ""'"'~'`" 
collaboration with our importan#community leaders. 
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A great example of these efforts was our Chicago 21st Ward Outreach Event. In October 2019, Wheels 
participated in an outreach event on Chicago's South Side where we brought 20 of our devices to the 
local community. We provided educa#ion on how to use our app, how to ride and park properly, and how 
to use the various features on our device. The response we received was overwhelmingly positive. Riders 
were highly involved, asked many questions of our staff on site, and were pleased with the comfort, 
safety, and experience of our rides. Additional community members who were walking or driving by 
were drawn in to the event and participa#ed as well. 
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This is consistent with other large scale events 
we have held in our other marke#s. For 
example, in the Venice neighborhood of Los 
Angeles, we held an event where 20 Wheels 
Brand and Safety ambassadors distributed 
materials and spoke to riders about safe riding 
and parking practices in the Venice Beach area 
over a busy three-day weekend. With short 
notice, Wheels was able to hire and train staff 
that served as Wheels Brand and Safety 
Ambassadors on beach front areas, and we 
estima#e that they interacted with more than 
5,000 beach goers during the weekend. In 
Orlando, we participated in the "Touch a 



Truck" event in March 2020. This family-oriented event provided a unique opportunity for families to 
explore vehicles of all types and we were fortunate to be invited and able to educate participants on 
Wheels devices, proper riding and parking. During our launch week at Texas A&M, Wheels Brand and 
Safety Ambassadors spoke to students on campus about how to properly use Wheels devices and 
unlock the included helmets with removable sanitary head-liners. 
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In addition to these large events, we also require our senior managers to go out at least one day every 
week to a local community and bring devices with them to engage with local citizens and educate them 
on how to use Wheels, how to properly ride and park them, and to answer any questions they may have 
from seeing our devices out in the field. These events allow our local leadership team to stay connected 
to the areas we serve and hear feedback and concerns directly from local citizens. 

We also have had great success using field staff as ambassadors for community outreach and education. 
Our Field Operations Specialists are out every day in the field rebalancing our devices and are often the 
most frequent point of contact for local citizens. We pride ourselves in our onboarding and continuous 
training of our Field Operations Specialists on how to answer any questions and provide education to 
users on best riding and parking practices. 

Finally, as a result of COVID-19, Wheels has started holding virtual educational sessions. We are 
committed to working with our civic partners in priority areas to be added to their digital content 
(newsletters, virtual events) to still be able to engage with local citizens even when in person 
engagement is more challenging. 

Operations 

Field Operations Specialists 



Transporters 

Technology 

Wheels was able to achieve the lowest number of complaints of all 
operators in the 2019 pilot, and we're excited #o introduce a number of new 
technologies that will even further improve parking compliance and 
non-rider safety. 

First, Wheels is introducing rear wheel locking technology to prevent the _
use of devices while they're not being ridden. Preventing the unwanted 
movement of our devices while not in use will reduce obstruction or blocking 
of the right of way in the event a device is not properly secured with a 
lock-to device and will help prevent devices from rolling or falling over. 

. . ,_ 



Second, 100% of Wheels devices are now equipped with anti-tip technology to help ensure that they are 
properly staged, including being upright. Our bikes contain an accelerometer that gives us the orientation 
of the bike. When a bike is tipped over, the accelerometer detects this and we are sent data in real-time 
telling us that a bike is knocked over. 

Finally, Wheels also is able to identify preferred parking zones, display those zones in geofenced maps in 
our smar#phone application, and message our riders the locations of those zones to make it easy for them 
to navigate there. 
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To ensure devices are locked to appropriate objects and not interfering with public transportation 
operations, Wheels will do the following: 

0 

0 

• 
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Because Wheels devices are safer than scooters and because riders tend to treat them like bikes, we find 
that our riders are much less likely to ride them on the sidewalk than those who ride traditional stand-up 
scooters. Traditional stand-up scooters carry more risk, so we find that riders do not feel safe riding them 
on the street, which is what typically leads them to ride on the sidewalk in the first place. In contrast, the 
Wheels device carries less risk, so we find that riders feel safe riding them on the street and away from 
the sidewalk. This is the first and best defense to sidewalk riding. 

We also provide signage on all Wheels devices stating that sidewalk riding is prohibited, and we educate 
our riders through in-app prompts before their first ride and periodically thereafter. Wheels will also work 
with the City to identify areas of concern and other high foot traffic areas so that we can show this 
message before every ride in #hose areas through our geofencing technology. 

5. Access`rbitity and Consider~tian for People vriifih Disabilities (15%) 
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In—App Education 

As mentioned above, in Chicago, Wheels will inform riders through an in-app message at the end of 
every ride that parked devices must be locked to a fixed physical object allowed for such locking, 



including a rack, parking meter or sign pole, and that parked devices may not 
be locked to bus stop poles or transit station infrastructure. 

Field Spectaltst Photo Reviews of Bike Placements 

Transporter Photo Revievri of Bike Placements 

Geofencing of Approved Hubs 

Anti-Tip Technology 

Customer Service Response Process 
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Because Wheels is unique in having Bluetooth speakers, riders often use those speakers to play music or 
get navigation instructions through their phone -- both functions that play through the device's speakers. 
In addition, Wheels devices come equipped with an alarm that will be triggered if a parked device falls 
over, allowing an individual that is blind orvisually-impaired #o be warned of a potential obstacle. Wheels 
devices also come with a bell. 

The design of our device also provides significant advantages 
to non-riders who are visually impaired. Even though our 
devices take up close to the same width and length as 
traditional stand-up scooters, they have a much greater visual 
profile due to our seat and frame, and this enables higher 
recognition of our devices, both when they are parked and 
when they are being ridden. Wheels devices also include an 
always-on at night white headlight visible from a distance of 
at least 500 feet, an always-on at night red tail light visible 
from a distance of 500 #eet to the rear (both of which stay 
illuminated for at least 90 seconds after the device has 
stopped), left and right side high visibility reflectors as well as 
left and right side LED array side lighting, and 6 inch reflectors 
on both the rear and front fork assembly of the device. The 
lights on our devices are also more visible to non-riders 
because they are positioned higher on our device than they 
would be for traditional stand-up scooters. 
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The unique seated design of the Wheels device is ideal for expanding access to people with various 
physical disabilities, and to generally accessibility overall. The reality is that many of those with physical 
disabilities do not have the physical ability to stand up on a scooter or ride a bike with pedals. The 
Wheels device provides maximum comfort, is lightweight, has a low step-through for easier access and 
operation, and does not require users to pedal or stand and balance. Because of these differences, 
Wheels devices are comfortable for a much wider range of users, and as a result, we have a particularly 
broad demographic. Half of our riders are women and one-third are over the age of 35. This is so 
important to us because it's our mission to enable everyone to have access to a safe micromobility 
option. That is especially true in the wake of COVID-19 when cities like Chicago are seeking to give as 
many residents as possible access to sustainable transportation options that promote social distancing. 

We recently had Exponent, athird-party expert, conduct an accessibility analysis of the Wheels device as 
compared to a Bird scooter (a typical stand-up scooter) and a Grid pedal bike (a typical pedal bike) in 
order to help determine which device is easier to ride for users of a wide variety of ages and weight 
categories. It demonstrates that the Wheels device is the mos#accessible option because (a) compared 
to the pedal bike, it is easier to mount and dismount, (b) compared to both the scooter and the pedal bike, 
it is the most stable, and {c) compared to both the scooter and the pedal bike, it imposes less of an 
orthopedic requirement to s#art a ride. Additionally, the low step-through height of the Wheels device 
was the preferred option, less fatigue was reported while riding the Wheels device during extended 



rides, and there was an increased ability to sit down and remain stable on the Wheels device. This report 
is attached. 
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Hearing impaired riders and non-riders can also utilize our in-app chat support function. The response 
time via chat is less than 20 seconds. 

6. Equity (15%) 
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During the 2019 pilot, once our General Manager, who has 
remained with Wheels and will be leading Chicago in 
2020, joined the company, he was able to meet the daily 
priori#y zone placement goals at a very high rate by 
prioritizing priority zone placements over other placements. 
While other providers would place devices at popular 
non-priori#y zone hubs first, Wheels' Chicago team was 
direc#ed at the start of daily operations at Sam that they 
were to drive #o priority zone areas first and place 25% of 
devices in each of the priority zones before placing any 
other devices. 
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Wheels has conducted multiple types of Priority Area education and outreach events in Chicago, in other 
markets, and virtually. We look forward to again doing these types of events in Chicago. Wheels and our 
Community Manager are planning a Chicago 100 program this year. Through this program, we commit to 
100 live and virtual events over the course of the pilot (one a day). Half of these events will be for Priority 
Area residents. 

For Priority Areas, we will focus on the following topics during our outreach: 

~ Ways to enroll in the Wheels-For-All program that discounts rides by 50% 
• Community Cards that have our phone number and community@wheels.co email so that they can 

reach us with any questions, concerns, or feedback 
~s Options for unbanked and non-smartphone users 

As in 2019, we will work with local aldermen offices, police districts, and other civic organizations such 
as Equiticity and Active Transportation Alliance to coordinate and collaborate on outreach efforts like the 
following: 

Chicago 21st Ward Outreach Event 

In October 2019, Wheels 
participated in an outreach event on 
Chicago's South Side where we 
brought 20 of our devices to the 
local community. We provided 
education on how to use our app, 
proper riding and parking, and 
overall features of our devices. The 
response we received was 
overwhelmingly positive. Riders 
were highly involved, asked many 
questions of our staff on site, and 
were pleased with the comfort, 
safety, and experience of our rides. 
Additional community members 
walking and driving by were drawn 
into the event and participated. 
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Senior Manager Outreach Events 

Our General Manager and Operations Managers are required to go out at least one day a week to a local 
community and bring our devices to engage with local citizens to educate them on how to use Wheels, 
proper riding and parking, and to answer any questions they may have from swing our devices out in the 
field. These events allow us to stay connected to the areas we serve and hear feedback and concerns 
from local citizens. Leadership's commitment is to do two-thirds of these events in priority zones 

Field Staff Ambassadors 

Our Field Operations Specialists are out every day in the field rebalancing our devices and are often the 
most frequent point of contact for local citizens. We pride ourselves in our onboarding and continuous 
training of our Field Operations Specialists on how to take the time to answer any questions and provide 
education to users on best riding and parking practices. Pictured below is a rider giving the thumbs up 
after being instructed by a Field Operations Specialist on best riding practices and how to unlock and use 
our helmet that comes with the bike. 

Virtual Events 

As a result of COVID-19, Wheels has started holding virtual educa#ional sessions. We are committed to 
working with our civic partners in priority areas to be added to their digital content (newsletters, virtual 
events) to still be able to engage with local citizens even when in person engagement is more 
challenging. 
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Wheels allows unbanked users to deposit money into their account and use our devices by sending a 
check or money order, along with their full name and telephone number, #o our corporate address: 
Wheels Labs, Inc. ATT: PREPAYMENT Wheels Labs, Inc. 8149 Santa Monica Blvd #297 West 



Hollywood, CA 90046. This address is visible on our site and readily provided to any customer that calls 
into our customer service number. 

Additionally, unbanked users can use prepaid debit cards or gift cards, which they can purchase at any 
local retail store that carry these. 

Furthermore, to improve access over the 2019 pilot, we are exploring new partnerships with providers 
like PayNearMe to allow unbanked individuals to deposit money into their Wheels account by going to 
any of the hundreds of Chicago area participating stores such as Family Dollar, 7-11, and CVS. 

As part of our Chicago 100 events program mentioned above, half of these events will be in Priority 
Areas and the information to be shared will cover how to use Wheels without a bank account and at 
which locations nearby they can use cash to make deposits to their Wheels accounts. We will also 
include a sticker on our devices that has easy-to-follow instructions on how community members can 
take advantage of this option. 
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For customers who are without a smartphone, Wheels provides the ability to have a device unlocked for 
use by sending an SMS text message, along with the QR code of the device, to a dedicated Wheels' SMS 
number. 

Education outreach will be similar to the response in subsection iii above. 
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Equitable service is very important to the Wheels team and we believe access to safe, affordable 
transportation should be available to everyone. In addition to our standard pricing structure and payment 
procedures, Wheels also offers slow-income plan, Wheels-for-All, which includes cash payment options 
and a 50%discount on rides to any customer with an income level at or below 200% of the federal 
poverty guidelines. Wheels is proud to offer our reduced rate plan in every city we operate. 

To qualify for our low-income plan, individuals must be currently enrolled, or eligible to enroll, in a 
Chicago, Illinois, or federal assistance program such as Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program, 
Illinois Home Weatherization Assistance Program, or Cook County CEDA Utility Assistance to name a 
few. To enroll, individuals can (1) sign up via a simple form on 
https://www.takewheels.com/wheels-for-all, OR (2) email proof of eligibility/enrollment in an acceptable 
assistance program along with their full name and phone number to equityplan@wheels.co, OR (3) by 
mail to Wheels Labs, Inc., 8149 Santa Monica Blvd #297 West Hollywood, CA 90046. 

In Atlanta, we held targeted outreach events through community partners that informed local community 
members on how to easily sign up for Wheels-for-All. This outreach tripled Wheels-for-All participation 
in Atlanta. We will also be doing this in Chicago as part of our Chicago 100 educational events, 
especially in priority areas. We will also include a sticker on our device that has easy-to-follow 
instructions on how community members can take advantage of this option. 
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Wheels customer service support is already provided in both English and Spanish, 24/7 at 
888-240-7120, and Wheels commits to adding Polish, Korean, Arabic, Hindi, and Mandarin. Our Live 



Chat &Email features also offer 24/7 Support - in virtually any language -through our in-app chat or by 
emailing support support@wheels.co. Information on how to contact our Customer Experience team is 
visibly displayed on every device and our customer center responds to every inbound report. 

7. Education, Outreach and Rider Safety (12%~ 
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For Chicago's 2020 pilot, Wheels will have a dedicated full time Community Relations Manager. This 
individual will lead Wheels' commitment to the most ambitious community plan we've executed in any 
market. Wheels will implement Chicago 100, a commitment to conduct 100+ (1 per day of pilot) live and 
virtual education events that will be done in collaboration with organizations such as past partners like 
Equiticity, Active Transportation Alliance and new ones like Southeast Environmental Task Force, Go 
Bronzeville, and Little Village Environment Justice Organization. We will also work with a mix of 
neighborhood councils, police districts, aldermen offices, business improvement districts, residents, local 
chambers of commerce, property owners, and ADA providers/organizations. These events will target 
current riders (through in app invitations and notifications) and non-riders (through marketing 
collaboration with partner organizations and paid marketing). The 100 events will be equally distributed 
among priority areas and non-priority areas, as well as new and old pilot areas. 

Our intent is to educate local citizens regarding sidewalk usage, parking, user education, and other local 
stakeholder concerns rela#ed to safety. Wheels has conducted multiple types of education and outreach 
events in Chicago, in other markets, and virtually. We look forward to again doing these types of events 
in Chicago. Example events are listed below: 

Chicago 21st Ward Outreach Event 

In Oc#ober 2019, Wheels 
participated in an outreach event 
on Chicago's South Side where 
we brought 20 of our devices to 
the local community. We provided 
education on how to use our app, 
proper riding and parking, and 
overall features of our devices. 
The response we received was 
overwhelmingly positive. Riders 
were highly involved, asked many 
questions of our staff on site, and 
were pleased with the comfort, 
safety, and experience of our 
rides. Additional community 
members walking and driving by 
were drawn in to the event and 
participated. 
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Senior Manager Outreach Events 

Our General Manager and Operations Managers are required to go out at least one day a week to a local 
community and bring with them our devices to engage with local citizens to educate them on how to use 
Wheels, proper riding and parking, and to answer any questions they may have from seeing our devices 
out in the field. These events allow us to stay connected to the areas we serve and hear feedback and 
concerns from local citizens. 

Field Staff Ambassadors 

Our Field Operations Specialists are out every day in the field rebalancing our devices and are often the 
most frequent point of contact for local citizens. We pride ourselves in our onboarding and continuous 
training of our Field Operations Specialists on how to answer any questions and provide education to 
users on best riding and parking practices. 

Large Scale Education Events 

This is consistent with other large scale events we have held in our other markets. For example, in the 
Venice neighborhood of Los Angeles, we held an event where 20 Wheels Brand and Safety 
ambassadors distributed materials and spoke to riders about safe riding and parking practices in the 
Venice Beach area over a busy three-day weekend. With short notice, Wheels was able to hire and train 
staff that served as Wheels Brand and Safety Ambassadors on beach front areas, and we estimate that 
they interacted with more than 5,000 beach goers during the weekend. In Orlando, we participated in the 
"Touch a Truck" Event in March 2020. This family-oriented event provided a unique opportunity for 
families to explore vehicles of all types and we were fortunate to be invited and able to educate 
participants on Wheels devices, proper riding and parking. During our launch week at Texas A&M, 
Wheels Brand and Safety Ambassadors spoke to students on campus about how to properly use 
Wheels devices and unlock the included helmets with removable sanitary head-liners. 

Virtual Events 

As a result of Covid-19, Wheels has started holding virtual educational sessions. We are committed to 
working with our civic partners in priority areas to be added to their digital content (newsletters, virtual 
events) to still be able to engage with local citizens even when in person engagement is more 
challenging. 

Outreach Content 

We also commit to the following additional outreach content: 

~ Chicago specific social media channels 
~- Monthly newsletters 
~= Fact sheets with frequently asked questions 

20 minute full presentations for more in depth educational events 
30 second information videos (how to lock to, use helmet, ride responsibly) 

All of our content will be in Spanish and other languages as requested. 

Timeline of Events 

rx Pre-launch: Social media channels created 
Pre-launch: 40 organizations contacted to establish partnerships 



• Pre-launch: 30 out of 100 events planned and scheduled 
• Day 1: Inaugural newsletter &subsequent monthly newsletters sent every 1st month 
~ Day 1: Kickoff launch events in multiple neighborhoods 
• Day 30: 25+ events held 
• Day 60: 50+ events held 
• Day 90: Mid program outreach report published 
• Day 90: 75+ events held 
• Day 120: 100+ events held 
• Day 120: End of program outreach report published 
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When signing in, riders are prompted through a series of screens to learn how to use our device and be a 
good road partner. This tutorial (see images below) provides a.) local rules and b.) a map of where it is 
permissible to ride. These local rules are always available in the app and can be updated remotely. 
Wheels creates this local rules page for each city in which we operate to make sure new and out of town 
riders are up to date. 
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Welcomes to Wheels 

Please make sure to follow all of the Chicago 
rules and regulations on how to ride. 

• Riding ar moving your Wheels outside the 
operating area is prohibited 

. Your Wheels wi[9 not function outside the 
operating area 

• tJsers determined to be in violation may be 
fined 



A second set of screens (see below) educates on rider safety and covers topics such as wearing a helmet 
for safety, not using a phone while riding, not riding on sidewalk, and how to properly use our dual brake. 

The in app education is shown to all riders before their first ride and again before every fifth ride they 
take. Riders are required to go through the entire app carousel and may not dismiss it. 

• 1st time riders: Two local Chicago specific screens (local rules, geofence operating zone); Five 
safety screens (parking, lock to, ride safe use helmet, ride in bike lanes, no sidewalk riding) 

• Returning riders: Two local Chicago specific screens; One summary safety screen 
• Every 5th ride: Two local Chicago specific screens (local rules, geofence operating zone); Five 

safety screens (parking, lock to, ride safe use helmet, ride in bike lanes, no sidewalk riding) 
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Wheels has set the following goals by which our Chicago Community Relations Manager will be 
evalua#ed, among others: 

• Creation of a community advisory board that consis#s of 30+ communi#y stakeholders with at 
least 10 each from South, West, and North Chicago communities. This advisory board can share 
feedback and concerns, local developments, and other important information. 

• Establishment of a community newsletter that anyone can join. The goal is continuous week over 
week subscriber growth. 

+~ 4 monthly newsletters and 8+ mini-newsletters sen# out, 1x a week discussing updates, events, 
news to share, and other interesting and relevant content. 

• In person or digital contact with all 50 aldermen offices. 

Based on our participation in the 2019 pilot and continued community involvement since then, we have 
relationships with leading organizations like Active Transportation Alliance and Equi#icity. As the 
geographical area of the 2020 pilot expands, we look forward to working with regional and diverse 



organizations that we've identified, such as Southeast Environmen#al Task Force, Go Bronzeville, and 
Little Village Environment Justice Organization. 
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Wheels is committed to meeting each of these requirements and is also committed to advertising with 
the CTA on safe riding and parking. Wheels' Community Relations Manager will be responsible for 
working with CPD districts, SAFE Ambassadors and the Vision Zero team. Additionally, we will share our 
educational content via Chicago specific social media platforms via organic and paid reach. Lastly, 
Wheels has the technology and commits to creating an app-based quiz for first time riders and we will 
submit it to the Department of Transportation for approval. 
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As an additional safety feature that is unique to Wheels, we are rolling out a 
smart helmet system that is directly integrated into our device —the first such 
system introduced on the market. Using the app, riders can unlock the helmet 
from the device and peel off a new biodegradable headliner for every use. 
(There is a tab on the outside of the helmet that a rider pulls in order to get a 
fresh headliner; the rider never has to touch the part of the headliner that was 
used by another rider.) Because the helmet is connected to the device's 
sensors and other electronics, we have numerous options to encourage helmet 
use by our riders and we provide discounts to encourage and reward use. 

At Wheels, we believe that riding with a helmet is absolutely critical since 
approximately half of all injuries on micromobility devices are head injuries, and 
yet about 99% of riders have been found #o not wear helmets. While simply 
handing out helme#s to riders is a good step, it is not enough because the vast 
majority of riders do not have helmets with them at the moment they decide to rent a mobility device. 
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For all of these reasons, we strongly believe that having an integrated helmet is the right solution, and 
any micromobility device without one is incomplete, as it is lacking the most importan#safety system a 
micromobility device can have. Our blog post, including photos and video of the Wheels Helmet can be 
found here. 
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We provide 20%discounts to encourage and reward use. 
Because our helmet is connected to the device's sensors 
and other electronics, we have numerous options to 
encourage helmet use by our riders. 
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As a result of COVID-19, Wheels has already started holding virtual educational sessions in other 
markets. We are committed to working with our Chicago civic partners to be added to their digital 
content (newsletters, virtual events) to still be able to engage with local citizens. 

Additionally, we've promoted our virtual events via in app notices, SMS, and various online platforms. We 
are able to offer incentives and discounts to participants as a way to increase attendance and impact. 

We have also increased use of social media to distribute our education content and are creating Chicago 
specific social media pages. 

8. Operations (15%} 
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Optimal fleet balancing is a primary operational goal for our caao General Manager. who ~~ I o 
Wheels~

  
  
 

Field Teams 



In Chicago, Wheels will equitably distribute per the Cities requirements. Wheels will also include a 
focused plan to rebalance them to desired areas and locations near transit. Our 24/7 operations and 
swappable battery model will allow us to keep our devices available for longer to give the residents and 
visitors of Chicago a reliable form of transportation for work, school or shopping. 

Preferred Parking Incentives 

Chicago's General Manager also oversaw our Cleveland operations and led the development of our 
preferred parking program that we plan on using in Chicago too. In our app, users are notified when they 
are near a preferred parking area (e.g. an existing hub) and that they will receive a discount if they end 
their ride within this area. This incentive increases the placement of bikes in optimal locations and 
reduces the need for rebalancing by our teams. In Cleveland this feature proved quite popular. 
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Wheels is the leader on sustainability due to a varie#y of factors that are unique to us: 

Product Lifespan 

Our devices have a product lifespan that we believe is many tirrjes longer than other dockless vehicles on 
the market. This is for a number of important reasons. 

First, we purposefully chose not to buy a traditional off-the-shelf scooter like other companies because, 
among other things, those scooters are not built for the micromobility use case where many users ride 



them every day. Our devices use particularly high-quality materials and are built to withstand the rigors 
of outdoor storage and constant use. 

Second, our device is unique in that it has a modular design that allows parts to be easily swapped in and 
out. This is true for our batteries, and it is also true for all of the other parts on the device. The modular 
design of our devices coupled wi#h our robust spare parts inventory results in very low vehicle churn. 

Third, even though our devices are designed from the beginning to be much more durable than other 
dockless vehicles, we have a relentless commitment to continuing to improve and innovate on that 
design. Indeed, our lifeblood at Wheels is product and innovation, and we never stop making 
improvements through an intensely data-driven approach. We are constantly looking at data to identify 
any areas on our device that are breaking or not working up to our standards. When we identify such an 
area, we either directly build or find a solution that can be retrofitted onto the device using its modular 
design. We typically arrive at several solutions and then trial them in the field to see which solution 
works best, and based on the data, we select the winner and retrofit all of the devices in the field. 

These steps have led to a highly effective retrofit strategy that has allowed us to constantly improve the 
durability and lifespan of our devices, and in a remarkably short timeframe at that. Indeed, it is extremely 
unusual for hardware companies to be able to update and fix issues without a prolonged product cycle. 
The reason we have been able to do that is that we have a uniquely modular design, which allows us to 
quickly and easily take devices apart and put them back together again using retrofits. Also, we have 
been able to take these solutions and design them directly into the device such that the new versions of 
our devices, which we are regularly launching, are even stronger and more durable than those that came 
before. 

Svvappable Batteries 

Rather than using a "juicer" model with a large number of independent contractors who use trucks to 
remove scooters from the field and take them home to charge them, we use swappable batteries and 
have our own Wheels workforce ensure a steady supply of charged batteries. This results in a much 
more efficient operations model and a much lower carbon footprint. 

To reduce vehicle miles traveled, Wheels utilizes our proprietary Service Hub technology, which 
incentivizes Transporters to drop off low battery devices in dedicated locations reserved for devices 
needing service. Our Field Operations Specialists can then go and pick up multiple devices at one stop.. 

Transporters 

Transporters are able to ride devices to hubs for pay, eliminating the need for a traditional vehicle to 
provide this service. In Chicago, Wheels will be trialing a new incentive that provides an additional 25% 
bonus to Transporters that ride a device #o a hub versus using a vehicle. 



Transporter rebalancing of low battery devices helps the Field Operations team reduce time and distance 
spent in vans to locate and swap device batteries. When combined, our swappable batteries, Transporter 
Network, and Service Hub Technology makes Wheels best-in-class in terms of efficiency and 
significantly reduces vehicle miles traveled. 

Environmental Testing 

The Wheels device also meets environmental standards for batteries and electronic equipment. Wheels 
has been certified to meet the standards of EN 60950-1, EN 62479:2010, ISO 11014:2009, and RoHS 2 
directive 2011/65/EU, among others. 

Recycling 

To the extent a vehicle has a service issue that is beyond repair, we've partnered with athird-party to 
strip devices for parts and responsibly dispose of any materials that can't be utilized. We also partner 
with local recycling centers for any end-of-life batteries or scrap parts realized through our maintenance 
operation. 

Local Solar Energy Innovation 

Wheels has initiated discussions with our 2020 warehouse landlord to explore a co-investment on solar 
panels so that a portion of our fleet will be charged with renewable energy. For our landlord, this capital 
investment will generate long term value. For Wheels, renewable energy allows us to further our 
sustainability mission. Solar energy is of high interest to our local General Manager, and Wheels is 
excited to pursue this first-of-a-kind initiative in Chicago. 
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Wheels' successful operations in large markets like Los Angeles, which includes multiple surrounding 
cities and is more than twice the operational area of Chicago, gives us the expertise to manage a large 
area. Our Chicago General Manager has spent time in LA with the local General Manager and team to 
learn best practices when covering a large geographic area. 

Our planned warehouse at 1958 W. Lake Street with quick access to major expressways also gives us a 
centralized operating base that allows us to efficiently reach a large area. Our dispatch software and job 
assignment algorithms are continuously enhanced to optimize routes, batch jobs, and consider traffic. 

Lastly, our network of Transporters is geographically diverse and this provides additional capacity #o 
move a device or respond to an issue if a Transporter is closer and can more quickly complete the task. 
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During the 2019 pilot, Wheels collected all Chicago customer service requests received and shared those 
with the City according to the City's requested formatting. Wheels believes this worked well and is 
committed to continuing this in 2020. 
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Self-Cleaning Technology and Best-In-Class Cleaning Protocols 

in line with our commitment to safety, Wheels is uniquely situated to address the challenges of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Before the pandemic accelerated, Wheels was taking all the appropriate actions to 
keep our devices clean. Among other things, we were frequently and thoroughly cleaning our devices 
with disinfectant and wiping them down with a microfiber towel. But with shared scooters and bikes 
being ridden by many different people every day, we believed a more comprehensive solution was 
needed. 

To that end, Wheels partnered with NanoSeptic, the leader in 
self-cleaning surfaces, on afirst-of-its-kind offering in the 
shared transportation space. Through this partnership, 
Wheels devices come with custom-made NanoSeptic surfaces 
on our handlebars and brake levers so that riders' hands only 
touch self-cleaning surfaces when using Wheels. NanoSeptic 
surfaces contain mineral nanocrystals that are powered by 
any visible light to create a powerful and toxin-free oxidation 
reaction that continuously breaks down any organic 
contaminants at the microscopic level without the use of 
poisons, traditional heavy metals or dangerous chemicals. 
Having self-cleaning handlebars and brake levers is obviously 
critical now, and we believe it will remain that way going 
forward. 
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This adds to the many other steps we've taken to elevate our sanitation measures for our riders, our 
teammates, and our communities: 

• Our 24-hour field operations team regularly sanitizes Wheels devices at our hub locations where the 
bikes are set up for deployment. As part of this process, our team runs a UV wand over our devices 
since they have been shown to break down the virus's genetic material. 

• All work areas at Wheels' warehouses are separated by at least 6 feet, and there are hand washing 
and sanitizing stations located at each entrance and throughout our facilities. 

• Work areas and tools are sanitized before and after each shift in accordance with the strict 
sanitization procedures we have implemented. 

~ All inbound and outbound devices at our warehouse are also sanitized, with all Wheels bikes being 
sprayed with a disinfectant and wiped down with a microfiber towel. 

• All of our warehouses are equipped with the UV wands, which are being used on all bikes and work 
surfaces in the warehouse. 

• All our team members wear PPE, including masks and gloves, that are disposed of after each work 
shift. 



Maintenance 

We cast a broad net to identify potential maintenance, cleaning, or repair needs in our fleet using a
erfeedback, active management, and proactive analysis of data and diagnostics,
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Areas outside of the pilot area or other no ride zones will be geofenced so that riders will not be able to 
ride devices into those areas or zones. However, to the extent a rider transports a device into such an 
area or zone, or into a body of water, we have developed a solution that directly alerts our field team that 
this has occurred. When this happens, the nearest field team member is automatically sent to retrieve the 
device. Also, because of our strong operations and low complaints we've had less issues with our 
devices being thrown into bodies of water than other providers. If via our own alerts, field team 
canvassing, or notification by a local citizen, we find that a device of ours is in the water, we will work 
with local towing companies to retrieve our device. We're committed to promptly retrieving all of our 
devices and have had great success in doing so. 
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Local Staffing Plan 

Based on our operations in Chicago in 2019, as well as our rkets like Los 
Angeles, where we have approximately 3,000 devices, we employees in 
Chicago. No# including Transporters (the independent contractors who help rebalance our devices), all 

,, 



Wheels employees in Chicago will be W-2 employees who work directly for Wheels 
and who will have all the benefits of Wheels employment, including participating in our company stock 
program. 

Commitment to Local Miring 

During the last six weeks of Chicago's 2019 pilot program, we did 100% of our outbound hiring efforts 
through the following local workforce associations: 

Association 

A Safe Haven 

Instituto Del Progreso 
Latino 

North Lawndale 
Employment Network 

National Latino 
Education Institute 

Onward House 

Website 

asafehaven.orq 

institutochicaao.orq 

Address 

2750 Roosevelt Rd 
Chicago, IL 60608 

2520 S Western Ave 
Chicago, IL 60608 

nlen.ora 3726 W Flournoy St # 28 
Chicago, IL 60624 

nlei•ora 2011 W. Pershing Rd 
E j Chicago, IL 60609 

onwardhouse.ora ' 5413 W Diversey Ave 
Chicago, IL 60639 

Contact 

Alfonso Stewart 

Karina Villafuerte 

Reri Barrett 

Elvia Estrada 

Julio Juarez 

We worked with these amazing parCners to host on site interview job fairs, job readiness education 
sessions, and other career info sessions. Through these partnerships, we identified high quality local 
candida#es who were mostly from lower income communities. These candidates were more prepared 
and of a higher caliber than more general recruiting we had done in the past through national job boards. 
A letter of support from Instituto Del Progreso Latino is attached. 

Due to the success of our workforce partnerships last year, we plan to do 100% of our outbound hiring 
efforts via these local workforce partners in 2020. We have already notified these partners of our interest 
in partnering with them again in 2020, and they have stated that they are ready #o host job fair events on 
July 21, July 23, July 28, and July 30 if we are selected. The hiring we do through our local workforce 
partners will be used #o supplement local employees who worked for us in 2019. Indeed, due to our high 
employee satisfaction rate last year in Chicago, many former Wheels employees (most wi#h over 400 
hours of Wheels experience) are ready to rejoin us on day 1. 

Additionally, as noted above, Mauricio Zuniga, our Midwest General Manager, has remained wi#h Wheels 
since last year's pilot, is a local Chicagoan who grew up in a working class section of Edgewater, and has 
extensive experience ramping up hiring in Chicago and other cities. The advantage of having the same 
General Manager as the 2019 pilot is that Mauricio has built up institutional knowledge on how to best 
set up and optimize operations that meet all of Chicago's terms and conditions. As one example, after 
Mauricio joined midway through the 2019 pilot,  

 
 Mauricio also implemented 
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Leading micromobility operations in Chicago is a great responsibility that takes time to learn, and we're 
glad that the same General Manager will again be leading our Chicago operations, especially now that 
the program will include more devices and expand to service a larger geographic area. 

Investing In Our Workforce 

Wheels' local employees are responsible for allowing us to bring our safe, clean, and accessible devices 
to the riders who need them. We value their hard work in our warehouse, where they make sure our 
devices meet our high safety standards, and out in the field, where they interact with the community and 
promptly address any issues. Our commitment to our local workforce can be seen through the following: 

N All local staff hired will be a Wheels employee and eligible to participate in our company stock 
program. 

w Wheels has a clear career progression that allows workers to be promoted and attain roles and 
responsibilities that can help their future career and earning potential. In our 2019 Chicago pilot, 
—70% of leadership roles were internal promotions. These were first time leadership positions for 
multiple employees. As an example, a high performing maintenance specialist was promoted first 
to a trainer, then to a lead, and then to a supervisor, all within four months. 

• Due to our continuous innovation and investment in technology, we're continuously training our 
employees on our latest software (e.g. how AI analytics work, how telemetry is set up, what are 
Google Suite best practices) and hardware (e.g. innovative helmet system, modular hardware). 
Local employees provide critical feedback and ideas on enhancements that should be made. All 
of these skills and training make local employees tech savvy and a part of Chicago's burgeoning 
tech workforce. 

Organizational Chart 



Maintenance Specialists 

Field Operations Specialists 

Transporters 

Customer Service and Community Relations 
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Wheels' approach is to do anything that we can #o get people out of polluting cars. That is the founding 
principle of the micromobility industry and we are completely committed to it. A big part of delivering on 
this vision is creating a micromobility service that is a true first-mile/last-mile solution by integrating as 
seamlessly as possible with public transportation. 

There are a number of ways that Wheels proposes 
to integrate with public transportation in Chicago. _. _.._.... _... _._... __......_.. 
This includes in-app features through which CTA _ 
and Metra routes (see right) will be displayed = `""EE~s = 

~' 

M~„Ovedays 

in-app to our riders so they can easily plan trips and ! ~. . ~'~' ~~kePaths 

navigate to modes of public transportation while 
~ .~. 

riding a Wheels device. Wheels will also allow ~~~ ~ ~~ ~ PublicTrmsportallon ~ -. 
~ riders to use our app to enter their destination and °~ ° ~! '3

get directions there, including connections to 
appropriate public transportation options. "~ Parking Zones ,~ ,. ~~ 4 .ter..% 

Additionally, Wheels would like to partner with ~~ NO Ride Zones 

Ventra to develop an integrated payment solution w~«~«ro~r~~^~d~ 
~ 

__.____, 
for riders who use both Wheels and public o 
transportation. _....:.__ ._. .__.. . .... ._ ... _. . ._._. _.._ ........ .. . .. __............ 

Wheels also always prioritizes staging devices at 
popular public transportation stops to easily enable riders to 
seamlessly transition between Wheels and public transportation. 
In 2019, our General Manager conducted an analysis of rides 
that started or ended within 200 feet of all L and Metra stations 
in priority zones. Based on this analysis and visualization (see 
right), we decided to increase the number of devices near 
stations. We also found that in areas with less public 
transportation options, riders rode for longer distances to/from 
stations, demonstrating their need for our devices. 
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Visually, our devices come with a panel on the handlebars that shows speedometer and battery level. 
We are exploring opportunities to add additional messaging that can inform riders such as entering a no 
ride zone. 
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Wheels is committed to the Pilot's Objectives and Goals and to collaborating with the City to facilitate 
analysis and understanding of usage. In October 2019, we shared with the City a priority zone data and 
survey analysis that we conducted. We shared information regarding safety, rides per device, unique 
riders per bike, rides route heat map, rider income, pilot satisfaction, and reasons for use. Wheels plans to 
continue conducting surveys and data analysis to understand usage and we will share this information 
with the City. 
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Wheels has put additional measures in place to make sure that its data feeds are compliant with MDS 
and City standards. Additionally, Wheels is in collaboration with Populus and Remix, which will provide 
an additional layer to ensure seamless data reporting. 

To ensure data compliance, Wheels commits to the following: 

• By July 20th: Reach out to Remix and City point person to check, make any updates as needed, 
and confirm that our data feed and access is good 

r Day 2 of program: Conduct evaluation of first day MDS data (direct and via Remix) to ensure 
compliance and let City know status 

• Day 8 of program: Conduct evaluation of first week MDS data (direct and via Remix) to ensure 
compliance and let City know status 

• Day 30, 60, 90, and 120: Conduct monthly evaluation of MDS data (direct and via Remix) to 
ensure compliance and let City know status 

Wheels will share data with Chicago through the use of our MDS and GBFS APIs as well as monthly 
reports with raw data as required. For example, the MDS Provider API/trips endpoint provides ride GPS 
information regarding start location, end location, the GPS points of the ride (spaced out approximately 
every one minute), and cost of the ride or ride revenue. Also, past statuses and locations of a device are 
accessible through the MDS Provider API endpoint /status_changes. Further, to understand the current 
location and count of vehicles, Wheels provides data regarding the current utilization, availability, and 
location of every bike in the city through the GBFS /free_bike_status json endpoin#. 

In addition to providing data in accordance with the MDS and GBFS specifications via API, Wheels can 
also share anonymized data via web-based dashboards customized for Chicago. Wheels can provide 
records for the entirety of the operation period and grant login information at the City's request to 
identified individuals. Wheels Curren#ly provides dashboards to cities and universities showing daily trips, 
unique riders, vehicles launched, #otal ride time, and total ride distance. Wheels is also able to share data 
with third party aggregators. 



An example of the customizable dashboard interface is shown below. 
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We also use data to ensure the effectiveness of our shared mobility system and customer satisfaction by 
reviewing in-app reports from riders and Transporters, collecting information via published surveys, 
processing device error codes and other #elemetry data flowing into our database to identify potential 
maintenance and safety issues, and monitoring system alerts for consecutive low app ratings, extended 
device idle time, and repeat low speed and short trip triggers. This data can be shared with the city via 
regular reports to ensure community satisfaction with the Wheels system. 
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City of Los Angeles Dockless On-Demand Personal Mobility Program. 

In 2019, LADOT launched the One Year Dockless On-Demand Personal Mobility Permit with a minimum 
fleet requirement of 500 and a maximum of 3,000 (with an additional 7,500 allowable devices in 
disadvantaged communities). The program includes insurance requirements, indemnification, operational 
restrictions, parking rules, and safety requirements similar in size and scope to the Chicago program. In 
April 2019, Wheels was granted a permit under this program to operate 3,000 devices and successfully 
deployed 2,500 devices within the first 30 days, completing over 134,000 rides. Note there was no 
condition to reach full deployment within the first 30 days and Wheels determined launch size based on 
local factors such as demand. Wheels is still operating in Los Angeles. 



City of San Diego Shared Mobility Device Program. 

On July 1, 2019, San Diego began its Shared Mobility Device program for which Wheels was granted a 
permit to operate a fleet of 1,650 shared mobility devices. Within its first 30 days of launch under this 
program, Wheels successfully deployed 1,360 devices, completing over 38,000 rides. Note there was no 
condition to reach full deployment within the first 30 days and Wheels determined launch size based on 
local factors such as demand. 
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A. Yes, Wheels has sufficient financial capaci#y to meet the requirements stated above. 

1i. Past Performance {15%} 
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Given the City's prior comments about inconsistencies that it was seeing in the data from Wheels during 
the 2019 pilot, we want to ensure that the scoring of Section 11 is accurate. The purpose of Section 11 is 
to use data to evaluate actual 2019 performance, so it is important that the correct data source be used. 

There was a well known data ingestion issue for Wheels during the 2019 pilot. This initially came up 
because the City noticed during the 2019 pilot that Wheels' MDS feed was showing devices as being 
deployed for use by riders at Wheels' warehouse, which obviously made no sense. Once this was 
brought to Wheels' attention, Wheels immediately looked into the issue and discovered that there was 
an inadvertent coding mistake that caused it to send to MDS the GPS coordinates of the device at the 
moment of the MDS query as opposed to the coordinates of where the event (such as a deployment) 
actually took place. Thus, if the device was siting in the warehouse at the time of the MDS query, MDS 
would register that the device was deployed at the warehouse even though it actually was deployed at a 
different location at an earlier time. Because we had extensive source data, including photographs, 
showing exactly where these devices were deployed, we were able to show this to the City, which 
understood that this was a coding mistake and that the MDS data was leading to false conclusions. 

Following the 2019 pilot, we corrected this issue by having the location align to the one where the data 
indicated the event actually took place rather than the one where the device was at the moment of the 
MDS query. As a result, a current pull of our MDS data will yield correct conclusions, whereas a pull of 



our data from the time of the 2019 pilot will yield incorrect conclusions. Notably, all of the data aligns 
with the time stamps on the raw data, so there should be no question that this was a coding issue and 
that the data itself is accurate. 

Section 11 measures actual performance during the 2019 pilot on issues such as compliance with the 
City's equity zone deployment requirements —because Chicago understandably wants to give more 
points to operators who actually met equity zone deployment requirements rather than those who didn't. 
However, because of the inadvertent coding mistake, relying on the old data will wrongly show that 
Wheels fared more poorly on its equity zone deployments than it actually did, which would unfairly hurt 
Wheels' candidacy and also distort the outcome from the perspective of the City, whose interest is in 
measuring actual performance. 

Wheels requests that in scoring Section 11, the City pull data from the current MDS feed rather than the 
old MDS feed that everyone —both the City and Wheels —have long recognized would yield inaccurate 
conclusions. 

Attachments 

Landlord Letter of Intent 

Certificate of Insurance 

Workforce Associations Logos 

Workforce Letter of Support from Institute Del Progreso Latino 

Exponent Injury Data Report Summary 

Exponent Injury Data Report (14 slides sent as separate attachment and available here) 

Exponent Accessibility Report (20 slides sent as separate attachment and available here) 

bVheels Device 

Wheels Los Angeles Profit and Loss Statement 



zzz rvA~thf~~ia Ra s~,~x~ zap 
NorChfield, Illinois 60093 

(312) 316-2300 

June 19, 2020 Via Email 

Mauricio Zuniga 
Midwest Regional Manager 
Wheels Lab Inc. 

RE: Letter of Intent: Whee[s Lab Inc. 1958 W Lake St Chicago, tL 

bear Mauricin, 

! am Teased to present the fallowing hon-binding Letter of Intent ("LEI") on behalf of Lake 
fndustria! Park, LLC. 

PROPERTY: 1532-1958 W Lake Street, Chicago, IL 

PREMISES: 1958 W Lake Street (West Garner Retail Space 10,465 renCable SF- Exhibit A} 

LANDLORD: Lake Industrial Park LP 

7ENAN7: Wheels Lab Inc. 

TERM: Fiue (S} months and 2 (two} weeks beginning an or abo~~t July 15, 2Q2Q and 
terminating December 31, 2020 

OP7101V F'ERIDD. Tenant may extend the term of the Lease on a one year term beginning 
January 1, 202Q with written notice to ~.andlord not less than sixty (60) days prior to the 
expiration date of the initial term. 

BASE NET RENT,:  per month net. Any partial month will be pra rated using a 
thirty (30) day month.. 

TAX AND OPERATING EXPENSES {Tf Os~: 
In addition to base net rent, Tenant shall be responsible far its pro rata share of property tax 
and operating expenses monthly. Estimated T/Os for 2020 total $6.85 per rentable sf. 
Breakdown as follows :CAM $2.68/sf, Real Estate Tax $3.53/sf and Insurance $Q.64/sf. Based 
on this amount, the total monthly T/Qs in 2020 are $5,973.77. 

TOTAL MONTHLY RENT TAX AND Op~ftA71NG EXP~N5E5 BA5~D ON ~b20 E5T'IMATES 
 

DATE OF POSSESSION: Fallowing Lease execution and hat earlier than Smmediately following 
Tenant"s receipt of notice of successful bid by City of Chicago in July. 



+~ ~ ~~~ 222 Northfield Rd Suite 107 
~~ Northfield, Illinois 60093 

(312} 316-2300 
RENT COMMENCEMENT: On the date Tenant takes possession cif the Premises. 

UTILITIES: 

Electricity: Separately metered to Tenant and paid directly by Tenant to utility provider; 
HVAC: Separately metered to Tenant and paid directly by Tenant to utility provider; 
Water: Shall be provided by the Landlord (Included in CAM Expense); 
Trash: Shall be provided by the Tenant. 

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS: Landlord shall maintain and repair all of the structural elements 
and exfierior surfaces of the Premises, including walls, foundation, concrete slab, and all 
unexposed base building electrical and plumbing lines outside of the Premises. Landfarc 
warrants thaC the Premises, including the heating and air conditioning system, plumbing, hot 
water heater and electrical systems servicing the Premises wiH be i~ gaad working order, and 
that the roof will be free of leaks 

Except as seC forth above, TenanC, at T'enant's expense, shall be responsible for the 
maintenance and repair of the interior of the Premises as well as drain lines and electrical lines, 
NVAC system and any other systems specific to Tenant's intended use whether inside the 
Premises ar exCerinr to the Premises, exclusively serving the Premises. 

LANDLORD WC?RK: Landlord shall deliver the Premises to Tenant free and clear of all 
belongings of the previous occupant and in brom clean condition. 

TENANT WORK: Tenant shall perform all additional necessary work to Premises at 
Tenant's sole cast and expense following Landlord's delivery of Premises to Tenant. Landlord 
shall apprn~ed all Tenant build out plans prior to Tenant's submitting for permit (if required) or 
commencing construction 

SECURITY DEPOSIT. One month rent equivalent to be provided on date of Lease execution 
Tenant to furnish Landlord with Tenant financials. 

SIGNAGE: Tenant shaft have the right to erect on the exterior and interior of fihe Premises, 
at its sale cast and expense. Tenant shall be responsible for obtaining all necessary permits and 
~pprnvals. 

ZONING OF PREMISES: Landford hereby warrants that the Premises are zoned PMD 4. 

BROKERaG~: Landlord and Tenant represent and warrant that Seneca Real Eskate Group LI~C, 
representing the Landlord, is the only broker involved in this potential Luse transaction. 

2 



222 Northfield Rd Suite 107 
Northfield, Illinois 60093 

(312)316-2300 

This L01 is not intended as a legally binding agreement upon either party and is solely intended 
for discussions purposes only. The terms and conditions of this LOI shall be subject to the 
review and approval of counsel for both Landlord and Tenant as contained in a lease document. 
Therefore, the preparation, revision ar delivery of this LOI or any lease for examination and 
discussion shall in no event be deemed to be an offeror an obligation to lease fihe Premises but 
shall be merely a part of the negofiiatinns between Landlord and Tenant. Neither party hereta 
shall have any obligation or liability to the other whatsoever unless and until such time as bath 
parties shall have executed and delivered a lease. 

Should the above information rryeet with your approval, kindly indicate your acceptance by 
signing below in the signature line provided and returning a copy of this LOI. 

TENANT 
WHEELS LAB INC. 

LANDLORb 
LAKE INDUSTRIAL PARK LP 

By: By: 

Its: Its: 

Date. .2020 Date: .2020 



222 Northfield Rd Suite 107 
Northfield, IElinois 60093 

(312}31.6-2300 

EXHIBIT A 
Premises 

Green Dock area is common to the property 

. ; ,~ -; 

,.,,~„ 
~r ,,,.;~ 

W. LAKE. 5TREET 
{CTA E(_EV/~TFD) 
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"~~'M~~ ni OATS^{MF.LDDiYYYY) ACC>►RL~ .-- CERTIFIGATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE ~=g720~ 
THIS CERTIFICATH IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY ANO CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPQN TM6 CERTIFICATE HOI.D~R. THIS 
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT A6FiRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE CdVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES BEIQW. 
TMI$ G~RTIFICAT~ OF INSURANCE DQES NQT CONSTYTUTE A CQNFRAGT BETWEEN THE 15SUING INSURER(S), A!)THQRIZEp 
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, ANO THE CERTIFICATE HOLt3ER. 

IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the poticy(tes} must have AD~ITIflNAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed. If 
5U8ROGATION i5 WA~VE~, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, ceHain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on this 
cartitfcate does not comer rights to the ceRificate holder in lieu of such endorsamenf(s). m 

PROLSEIC4R CONPACT n 

aon rusk Insurance services west, Inc. NONE ~s~6) zs3-nzt F"x (sao} 3~3-olos v SaFl Francisco CA OfficO (NC. No. Ext: A/C. No.: 

42S Market Street e~e.~n~G s°
Suite 280U QonaFss: 
San Francisco CA 94105 U5A i 

INSURED 

wheels Labs, Tnc. 
8149 Santa Monica slvd, s~297 
west Hollywood CA 90046 USA 

IkSURER B: 

iksu~eu 
c-.._...-

trasuaEx n: 

kISURER E: 

INSURER(&}AFFORDING COVERAGE. MAIC Il 

Lioyd'S Syndicate No. 1969 AAZ120Y05 

(:(1VFRdf:FA f:~RTlfil(:ATF NIIMFiFR• .~i7l1nR~4'i7~R7 R~V[SIC]N Nl1MHFR~ 

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POt.ICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED Tp THE INSUREQ NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD 
INDICATED. N6TU19Tt1STkND1NG ADlY REQUIREMENT, TERPd OR CONDITidN DF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITYi RESPECT TO WH{ECN THIS 
CERTiPICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN 1S SUBJECT TQ ALL THE TERMS 
EXCLUSIONSAND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCH~ BY PAID CLAIMS. Limits shown are as re nested 

tNSR TypE OF 185URANCE ADOL SUER pOWCY NUMOER 
POLICY EPF POLICY E%P 

1 Q ~(~10 
ions 

UMfTS 

A X COMA4ERCUVLGENERAL LlABILYfY 

Gur~Ma.wuoF ~occur~ 

CSU$AZ904~~5 
STR applies per policy to 

Zl QG/1 1. 

s & condi 
~hC}16CCil!2RF'NCI; ~b S~O~Q~OQfl 
onraace~rorxen+aen 
PAEAIIS ~S_,(Ea oe:vrtem:.e $100,000 

MED EXPfAny mepetzan) ~,XC7 LI(~CC~ 

PEASDt1AL&ADV INJJHY $I.~000, OOQ 

GENERAI. AGGREGATE ~S~OOO~UOO G£Ni AGCltEGATE tI)AITAPPLIES i'ER 

S~74sCY ~~0~. ~LUi; 
f~,l 

PROQUCTS•C.C1MPrOp ACG IitC~UCI@L~ 

OTHER: 

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY COhd6lAl~n $INGt~ l~3t17 
jF+ a~r~ltln9 
BDORY ENJ4IA,Y (Fn' po~wr) 

_" 
ANY AUTLS 

gptyl~y tN.1URY (Rer aCCidenl} ONlNEIS ~ SCHEDUteO 

—._... AUiOS CAY;Y AUTnS 
HtRf.DAUlOS 13pN.tlYYN~U 

-----. ilNLY AUTOS ONLY 

NltOPL"12TY C7ARIALiE 
'?ur ancidoN 

UMBREIIA LiA[t C7(:CUft £ACFi OCCURFENCE 

ALi(il"tEGAfC E%CESS LIAR Ci.AudS~.1/~OF. 

OED RETENTIQN 

WgftFlEi28 COMPfNSATIgN ANp ~ ~'E:ft S7ATVF~ ~y~~y{ 
EMPLAYERS' LU161LIN r ~ 
R4Y aq(mR:f.TfXt / PhRF~:F.R r EXECUTIY[ f.L. EACH ACCIDENT 
C.f1CFWMEM119EfY E%CI.UCF.O? 
(MantlabryFn NH) 

NIA 
F..l. DISEASE•FA ~trfl't OYEF 

Ifyeu~Wit nhR Undr,Y 
IJIS(:R=RiInN QF LWf HIiiKJN5 Unsnri 

...,,...,.m_.,..... .............~___._.,~._.~,....._.._.. 
E.L.. [NS£ASE:.!'pI..ICY LItA3T 

.. ............_... w.,,,._.,__.... . 

~ DpSCRIpTIgN qF ppERAT10NS 140CATiONS! VBFt~CLE3 (ACQHp 701. AdditlonN Remsrka Schalule, may ho Mwclkd H mat apaco is rcquirad} 

City of ehicago is included as Additional Snsured in accordance 4V7tF1 CF1p poiicy provisions s:~ithin the General Liability policy, 
whith shall be provided on ~ primary and non-tantributory basis. 30 Days Not'IC~ of Caneell~tion and 10 Days far Nonpayment of 
Premium app1Y per the policy language. 

n 
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c+ 0 
~7 
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CERTIFICATE HOLDER GANGELLATION _`-tom„ 

SHOULD ANY tlF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEPORE THE 

..~.. 

EXPIRAT~6N bA7E THEREOF. NOTICL 1Vill BG OEUVER[a IN ACC6ROANCG WIFH THE 5---
pOUCV PROVI5101V5. 

C.I tY of thi cago gUTNqRVEU RFraCs[:NTaTIVF, 
~r.r 
f"M~ 

Department of transportation 
30 N l~aSalle 5i #~17.D0 
Chicago IL 60602 uSA ~L ~'~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~ 

X1988.2015 ACORD Ct3RPORATipN. AO rights reserved. 
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Workforce 
Associations Logos 

Logo Association 

A Safe Haven 

asafehaven.ora 

Instituto Del 
Progreso Latino 

~.•_:. ,, _ institutochicago.orq 

Address Contact 

2750 Roosevelt Rd Alfonso Stewart 
Chicago, IL 60608 

2520 S Western Ave Karina Villafuerte 
Chicago, IL 60608 

North Lawndale '; 3726 W Flournoy St Reri Barrett 
Employment ', # 28 Chicago, IL 

OOO Network 60624 

nlen.orq 
'~:~,~tl~ .a~~,rsdale 

I~:~tz}~loee43cnf lefssctr[: 
CreuHngANmmuN;r lhaf t5ofln 

t,'.~~'~"~t~ ,~~.. C ti i ~`•,<~;,~ National Latino 2011 W. Pershing Elvia Estrada 
~[~1~(~',~y,~~ l( ~~ Education Institute Rd Chicago, IL ~#+1~ 

~~~"a ~ ``~ ~~~' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~' ~ 60609 
nlei.ora 

~ ~, Onward House 5413 W Diversey Julio Juarez 
Ave Chicago, IL 

~a~ , „,,,,, ~~ ~; ~., ~~ onwardhouse.orq 60639 
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.IUC1E 72, 2OZO 

InsCituto del Progreso Latino 

2520 S. Western Ave, 

Chicago, IL 6b60$ 

To Whnm it May Concern: 

Institute del Progreso Latino (InstitutoJ is aNan-Profit Educational Institution established to meet the needs of 
fihe cnmmuni~y and employers. Our mission is to cnntrii~ute to the fullest development of our community 
members and their families through education, training and employment that fasters full participation in the 
changing Unites States society while preserving cultural identity and dignity. We are always looking to develop 
new relationships with employers that will allow us to provide yew opportunities to the camrr~unity members 
we serve. 

In 2019, enthusiastically Institute had fihe pleasure of developing a new relationship with Wheels. Thrnughr~ut 
the year we worked together to help meet the workforce development needs of the Chicagoland area. Our 
partnership has being beneficial to the growth of empioym~nt opportunities avaiC~ble for our job seekers. 
Wheels is currently our only partner that provides such unique employment opportunities in the 
transportation field. We know that these fiypes of opportunities can result in the strengthening of individuals 
and their families' financial stability and other career pathways. This is why we believe that Wheels innovated 
products can continue to benefiC our city of Chicago. 

Instituta will continue supporting Wheels meet their elevated hiring needs in 2020. As we know that together 
we can deliver our mission of contributing to the fullest development of our job saekers and their families, 
through the power of employment stability. 

Sincerely, 

Karim Villafuer~e 

Kari~.a~ V i.~c f 'uerre~ 

Employment Specialist 

?520 5. 1Vcstcrn Ave. r Chicago, IL 606?3-x$95 • "€'el.'773-1390-0055 ~ I^ax 773-3'7G-857 (~ w~u~v.idpl.org 



Ride Safe with tNheels 
First and foremosfi, Wheels encourages safety by having what we believe is fihe safest 
device in the industry, including first.-of-its-kind safety features life our integrated 
helmet system, 14 inch wheels, a low center of gravity, and Bluetooth speakers to 
enabie hands-free navigation. 

The data demonstrates Wheels' safety bene~Fits. Wheels recently hired Exponent, a 
leading engineering and consulting firm that studies safety fio go through the many 
independent sfiudies that have been done across the micramobility industry ~o 
measure injury rates. We asked Exponent to then compare those findings to our own 
injury data. Exponent found that Wheels' injury rates were exponentially lower than 
those reported for other types of micromobility devices, including both bicycles and 
traditional stand-up scooters. Specifically, here's whit Exponent found: 

1~'heels' injury' Rate C:nmparisnn to Uthcr hlicromnbi[ity Devices 

1 i~zjury £az• every 74,577 Rxiiies ridden 4 times better than bicycles; 3 to 6G tin~►cs better 
than scoatcrs 

24.9 injuries for every 1 million trips takcri 5 times beEter than bicycles; S to 2(i times better 
than scooters 

0.12 injuries for every I,Of~O hours c~i'riding 2 to S tii~ies better Than bicycles; y to 19 times 
better than scooters 

Notably, with one exception, alf of the studies that Wheels was compared against rely 
entir~fy on hospital emergency room visits for their injury reporting, which m~~ns they 
leave out a large number of other injuries. In contrast, Wheels' injury da~~ is based on 
every singly injury reported to the company through afl of our various channels, 
including through our app, calls or texts to our 24/7 support number, or to oar support 
email, even though only a small fraction involved an emergency room visiC. The only 
other injury rate report that we know oftha~ is not limited to emergency room visits is 
Bird's, which stated that its riders had 1 injury for every 2 ,882 miles ridden - an injury 
rate that is nearly 3 times higher than Wheels'. 

A complete version of Exponent`s report is attached. 



The Unique Wheels Device 

Memory foam seat 

Smart helmet 

1.4" wfieels 

Device Features 

Infiegrated Smart Helmet 
Foam Seat 
i4-inch Wh~~ls 
LED lights 
Bluetaath Speaker 
Adjustable kick-stand 
Speedamefier 
Footpegs 
Front and rear independent dual 
actuated braking system 

Identification 

Every device features: 
Company name 
Logo 
24/7 customer service 
phone number Website 
Email address 
Unique vehicle identifier 

Compact frame 

BluetQath speaker 

Vehicle Specifications 

Wheels devices are: 
39.9 inches tal[ 
21.1 inches wide 
49.2 inches long 
Weigh 40 Ibs. 

Devices feature LED lights far increased 
visibility and a headlight which shines up to 
soa~ 

Wheels devices are one of the first to 
rr7arket with swappable battery technology. 
Our swappable ba~t~ry model allows us to 
source new types of batteries, if needed, 
white still using our current device models 



~ON~9DENTI~,L 

Los Angeles - 2020 
February 

Revenue 

Qperating Expenses 
Rent 
Utilities 
Hourly Staffing 
Payrol 
Insurance 

{permit Fees 
Other OpEx 

Net 

Notes: 
The above draft financial information is unaudited and is not prepared in Conformity with GAAP. 

COt~F1DEl~T€RL 




